
You are awesome! Thank you so much for going through my free Facebook modules that will 

teach you how to attract people to you instead of you chasing people. You will learn how to get 

more eyeballs and engagement on your content, and also tell you about this strategy I 

accidently stumbled on called The Stalker Status Strategy.

I have a question for you: If I could wave a magic wand and you could be a 6-Figure earner 

tomorrow, how would you behave? You would respond differently than today, would you? 

In these modules, it is my goal to help you “become” that 6-Figure earner. Act as if, and you 

shall be.

You will have a better understanding on how to intertwine your personal life with your business 

without having the fear of what your friends and family will say about your career decision. 

No more creating multiple Facebook accounts to separate friends and family with your business 

in fear of getting those negative comments and asking you, “Why don’t you get your head out 

of the clouds and get a real job.” I know too well what this feels like and it’s my job in these 

modules to help you do your job better. I have family and friends who take me aside at get 

togethers and want to know more about what it is I do. That’s better than going to them and 

being the black sheep, right?

I will teach you how you can attract people to you, instead of you chasing them - without even 

having to share one single opportunity or product link! It’s called Attraction Marketing and it’s 

how I’ve built my business online since early 2013.

To get the full effect of the teachings I have in these modules, make sure you go over 

everything. The content is quick and easy to follow. Under each module video is a PDF file of the 

video transcript for you to follow along or for the hearing impaired.  

If you skip any information or don’t apply what you learn here, I can guarantee that you will not 

get the results you deserve to get the life and career you dream of. 

Remember, “You can have everything in life you want, if you will just help other people get 

what they want.” What Zig Ziglar was saying is this is not about you! You are here to serve 

others the best way possible for them. If you can’t handle that, then this is not for you. So let’s 

dive into the content I have laid out here for you and help you step into the role of a 6-Figure 

earner. Let’s dive into the first module.
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